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The RE THINK program is a crucial part of our intent to move towards a more sustainable 

line of production. By using eco-friendly materials as recycled polyester and natural cotton 

we contribute in creating a greener world and a durable future. Items that fit into the confines 

of this program are marked with the RE THINK tag.

Start Small And Grow
With its RE THINK eco line, Fastrider is taking 
a step closer a better environment.

Reduce Waste
Waste is reduced by using recycled  
and natural cotton materials.

Conserve Natural Elements
Reuse of water and other raw materials during 
production.

Travel Green
By getting on your bike more often, you 
contribute to a better environment.

Think Different
Why not consider “green” accessories for 
your bicycle.

Eco-friendly materials
RE THINK'S steps towards a better 
environment. 

We’re proud to present our Fastrider 2021 collection. A range of skillfully created bags and 

baskets catering the needs of urban cyclists out there, no matter where, why, when or how 

much they ride. The collection combines the robust appearances of our classic bicycle bags 

with the contemporary elegance and style of this season’s latest products and innovations. 

Paramount for all products is a strong focus on sustainability, using eco-friendly materials 

whenever possible. We develop all our bags, baskets and crates with daily use in mind and go 

the extra mile; ensuring the highest degrees of functionality, durability and water-resistance. 

We strive to offer every cyclist a suitable bag fitting their specific demands, enabling them 

to make the most of their time on the bike in comfortable ease — day after day.



Bicycle 
Bags
Trend
The Bicycle Bags Trend Collection is our 

very own take on contemporary fabrics 

and designs. Through applying the latest 

innovations in the industry we present an 

annual changing program with a fresh 

appearance throughout the range. We aim 

for a broad offering of attractive, sustainable 

yet still highly functional bags. As such, they 

invariably stand up to the challenge of daily 

use on the bike, but are also easy to detach 

and take with you anywhere you might 

continue your journey.



Nyla
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20120400-513 Botanic
20120400-013 Pink
20120400-000 Black
20120400-537 Floral

€ 49,99 £ 49,99 DKK 349 SEK 549
€ 49,99 £ 49,99 DKK 349 SEK 549
€ 49,99 £ 49,99 DKK 349 SEK 549
€ 49,99 £ 49,99 DKK 399 SEK 549

With its playful graphics, detachable shoulder strap and zip closure 
the NYLA single bag is ideal for those who are looking for a striking yet 
versatile shopping bag that conveniently attaches to their bikes. Made of 
recycled polyester as part of our RETHINK program, this water-repellent 
fabric has been fitted with reflective elements to enhance visibilty.

•  Water-repellent Recycled Polyester
•  Enough volume
•  Equipped with zipper closure
•  With handles
•  Including detachable shoulder belt
•  Reflection for optimum visibility
•  Suitable for E-bikes
•  Easy to mount by E-bike Vario hooks and Velcro

Nyla Single Bike Bag Trend
37 x 39 x 14 cm

20 L
20 L
20 L
20 L

MIK
MOUNTING . IS . KEY

20110400-537 Floral
20110400-513 Botanic
20110400-013 Pink
20110400-000 Black

€ 64,99 £ 64,99 DKK 499 SEK 699
€ 64,99 £ 64,99 DKK 499 SEK 699
€ 64,99 £ 64,99 DKK 499 SEK 699
€ 64,99 £ 64,99 DKK 499 SEK 699

With its playful graphics and rounded corners the NYLA double bag is 
ideal for those who are looking for a striking yet versatile bicycle bag 
that conveniently attaches to their bikes. Made of recycled polyester 
as part of our RETHINK program, the water-repellent fabric has been 
fitted with reflective elements to enhance visibilty. Rainflaps keep the 
weather out and with the double velcro/buckle-strap closure you can 
rest assured your possessions remain dry and safe inside.

•  Water-repellent Recycled Polyester
•  Equipped with rain ears
•  Flap to be closed by quick release and Velcro
•  Possibility for using the distance spacer
•  Can be used in combination with carrier straps
•  Reflection for optimum visibility
•  Compatible with MIK system
•  Easy to mount by straps and Velcro

Nyla Double Bike Bag Trend MIK
36 x 29 x 15 cm

32 L
32 L
32 L
32 L
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Besides the large bicycle bags, Fastrider also has a beautiful collection 
of children’s bicycle bags, especially for the little ones among us who, 
just like their mum or dad, want to easily store their luggage during 
cycling. The bag is made of water-repellent recycled polyester, has two 
quick releases to close the bag properly and has reflection for good 
visibility in the dark.

•  Water-repellent Recycled Polyester
•  Reflection for optimum visibility
•  Flap to be closed by quick release
•  Can be used in combination with carrier straps
•  Mounting by straps and velcro

Nyla Double Bike Bag Trend Small
19 x 26 x 10 cm

20150400-013 Botanic/Pink
20150400-513 Botanic/Black

€ 34,99 £ 34,99 DKK 259 SEK 369
€ 34,99 £ 34,99 DKK 259 SEK 369

15 L
15 L
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20120902-021 Rust
20120902-022 Black

€ 46,99 £ 46,99 DKK 399 SEK 499
€ 46,99 £ 46,99 DKK 399 SEK 499

In Japanese decorative art, the Ginkgo leaf has been a symbol of 
longevity and more profound endurance. This makes the name a perfect 
fit for this bag. Shiny metallic paint makes the Ginkgo leaf pattern stand 
out even more. The water-repellent polyester ensures that your luggage 
stays dry in rainy conditions. This bag is suitable for e-bikes and can 
be easily attached to your luggage carrier with E-Vario Hooks. The bag 
includes an adjustable shoulder belt so you can turns this bike bag into 
a shoulderbag in no time.

•  Recycled water-repellent Polyester
•  Reflection for optimum visibility
•  Including adjustable shoulder belt
•  Flap to be closed by quick release
•  Suitable for E-bikes
•  Mounting by E-bike Vario hooks

Ginkgo Single Bike Bag Trend
34 x 36 x 14 cm

17 L
17 L

MIK
MOUNTING . IS . KEY

20110902-022 Black
20110902-021 Rust

€ 59,99 £ 59,99 DKK 449 SEK 599
€ 59,99 £ 59,99 DKK 449 SEK 599

In Japanese decorative art, the Ginkgo leaf has been a symbol of 
longevity and more profound endurance. This makes the name a perfect 
fit for this bag. Shiny metallic paint makes the Ginkgo leaf pattern stand 
out even more. The water-repellent polyester ensures that your luggage 
stays dry in rainy conditions. This bag is suitable for e-bikes and 
compatible with the MIK system.

•  Recycled water-repellent Polyester
•  Reflection for optimum visibility
•  Possibility for using the distance spacer
•  Equipped with rain ears
•  Flap to be closed by quick release
•  Can be used in combination with carrier straps
•  Compatible with MIK system
•  Mounting by straps and velcro

Ginkgo Double Bike Bag Trend MIK
36 x 31 x 15 cm

33 L
33 L

Ginkgo
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The very playfull and fashionable design makes this bikebag a real 
fashion statement. The water-repellent polyester ensures that your 
luggage stays dry in rainy conditions. This bag is suitable for e-bikes 
and can be easily attached to your luggage carrier with E-Vario Hooks. 
The bag includes an adjustable shoulder belt so you can turns this bike 
bag into a shoulderbag in no time.

•  Recycled water-repellent Polyester
•  Reflection for optimum visibility
•  Including adjustable shoulder belt
•  Flap to be closed by quick release
•  Suitable for E-bikes
•  Mounting by E-bike Vario hooks

Livia Single Bike Bag Trend
34 x 36 x 14 cm

20120902-024 Olive Green
20120902-023 Black

€ 46,99 £ 46,99 DKK 399 SEK 499
€ 46,99 £ 46,99 DKK 399 SEK 499

17 L
17 L

MIK
MOUNTING . IS . KEY

The very playfull and fashionable design makes this bike bag a real 
fashion statement. The water-repellent polyester ensures that your 
luggage stays dry in rainy conditions. This bag is suitable for e-bikes 
and compatible to be used in combination with the MIK system.

•  Recycled water-repellent Polyester
•  Reflection for optimum visibility
•  Possibility for using the distance spacer
•  Equipped with rain ears
•  Flap to be closed by quick release
•  Can be used in combination with carrier straps
•  Compatible with MIK system
•  Mounting by straps and velcro

Livia Double Bike Bag Trend MIK
36 x 31 x 15 cm

20110902-023 Black
20110902-024 Olive Green

€ 59,99 £ 59,99 DKK 449 SEK 599
€ 59,99 £ 59,99 DKK 449 SEK 599

33 L
33 L

Livia
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20120901-533 Pomegranate
20120901-534 Forest Fruit
20203211 Black

€ 46,99 £ 46,99 DKK 349 SEK 499
€ 46,99 £ 46,99 DKK 349 SEK 499
€ 46,99 £ 46,99 DKK 349 SEK 499

A reliable mix of fun contemporary design and multifunctional usability 
is what the NARA single bag offers. Easily taken off the bike to use as 
a shoulder bag when shopping or going to work, and well at home in 
any urban environment due to its solid water-repellent contruction. The 
reflective elements ensure good visibility when riding in the dark. This 
bag is a good choice for e-bikes.

•  Water-repellent Polyester
•  Including adjustable shoulder strap
•  Reflection at side for optimum visibility
•  Flap to be closed by quick release
•  Including KlickFix Vario hooks
•  Suitable for E-bikes
•  Reinforced bottom and sides for extra stability

Nara Single Bike Bag Trend
14 x 36 x 34 cm

17 L
17 L
17 L

MIK
MOUNTING . IS . KEY

20110901-534 Forest Fruit
20110901-533 Pomegranate
20203201 Black

€ 59,99 £ 59,99 DKK 449 SEK 649
€ 59,99 £ 59,99 DKK 449 SEK 649
€ 59,99 £ 59,99 DKK 449 SEK 649

A reliable mix of fun contemporary design and a high degree of usability 
is what the NARA double bag offers. The water-respellent fabric and the 
construction with rainflaps keep your luggage dry in rainy conditions, 
while the reflective elements ensure good visibility when riding in the 
dark. This roomy bag would make a good choice for e-bikes and can be 
used in combiantion with the MIK system for attachment.

•  Water-repellent Polyester
•  Reflection at side for optimum visibility
•  Equipped with rain ears
•  Compatible with MIK system
•  Suitable for E-bikes
•  Flap to be closed by quick release
•  Easy to mount by straps
•  Reinforced bottom and sides for extra stability

Nara Double Bike Bag Trend MIK
15 x 31 x 36 cm

33 L
33 L
33 L
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The robust nostalgic vibe of the ISAS water-repellent saddle bag is 
amplified by the faux-leather straps and washed canvas fabric. WIth its 
belt-buckle closure it’s a striking, functional addition to every bicycle 
to store small parts you might not need daily; such as a tyre, lever or 
CO2 canister in case of a flat. Easily attached and removed from the 
seatpost by a system of straps.

•  Water-repellent washed canvas
•  Easy to take with you
•  Roll closure by buckle
•  Mounting by straps

Isas Saddle Bag Trend Strap
19 x 18 x 8 cm

20140606-014 Antracite
20140606-015 Sand

€ 19,99 £ 19,99 DKK 149 SEK 209
€ 19,99 £ 19,99 DKK 149 SEK 209

1 L
1 L

The robust nostalgic vibe of the ISAS water-repellent handlebar bag is 
amplified by the faux-leather straps and washed coated canvas fabric. 
WIth its magnetic roll-top closure and reflective elements it’s a striking, 
functional addition to every bicycle. An ideal solution for storing small 
items you want quick access to, or a hand pump for example. It’s easily 
to attach and remove from the bars by a clever system of straps.

•  Water-repellent coated washed canvas
•  Easy to take with you
•  Roll closure by magnet
•  Reflection for optimum visibility
•  Can be mounted by straps 

Isas Handlebar Bag Trend Strap
25 x 25 x 12 cm

20130606-015 Sand
20130606-014 Antracite

€ 32,99 £ 32,99 DKK 249 SEK 349
€ 32,99 £ 32,99 DKK 249 SEK 349

8 L
8 L
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20120600-014 Antracite
20120600-015 Sand

€ 64,99 £ 64,99 DKK 499 SEK 699
€ 64,99 £ 64,99 DKK 499 SEK 699

The robust nostalgic vibe of the ISAS water-repellent single bag is 
amplified by the faux-leather straps and washed coated canvas fabric. 
Yet the bag is brimming with modern futures such as a partition for 
your laptop and reflective elements. The zipper allows for quick and 
easy access to your goods and a detachable shoulder strap makes for 
convenient carrying off the bike.

•  Water-repellent coated washed canvas
•  Possibility to storage your latop or tablet
•  Equipped with zipper closure
•  With handles
•  Including detachable shoulder belt
•  Reflection for optimum visibility
•  Suitable for E-bikes
•  Easy to mount by E-bike Vario hooks and Velcro

Isas Single Bike Bag Trend
40 x 34 x 12 cm

16 L
16 L

MIK
MOUNTING . IS . KEY

20110600-014 Antracite
20110600-015 Sand

€ 69,99 £ 69,99 DKK 499 SEK 749
€ 69,99 £ 69,99 DKK 499 SEK 749

The robust nostalgic vibe of the ISAS water-repellent double bag is 
amplified by the faux-leather straps and washed coated canvas fabric. 
Yet the bag is brimming with modern futures such as a magnetic 
closure, reflective elements, rainflaps and compatibilty with the 
convenient MIK system. The bag can be fitted with an extender to 
prevent it getting stuck in the back wheel.

•  Water-repellent coated washed canvas
•  Equipped with rain ears
•  Flap to be closed by magnet and Velcro
•  Possibility for using the distance spacer
•  Can be used in combination with carrier straps
•  Reflection for optimum visibility
•  Compatible with MIK system
•  Easy to mount by straps and Velcro

Isas Double Bike Bag Trend MIK
37 x 32 x 14 cm

33 L
33 L
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MIK
MOUNTING . IS . KEY

20110500-014 Grey
20110500-514 Blue
20110500-011 Green

€ 59,99 £ 59,99 DKK 449 SEK 649
€ 59,99 £ 59,99 DKK 449 SEK 649
€ 59,99 £ 59,99 DKK 449 SEK 599

The CELO double bag emanates an effortlessly classic look through its 
sturdy water-repellent washed canvas fabric, that is fitted with rainflaps 
for extra protection. Timeless though its style may be, modern buckle 
straps allow for fast closure, and reflective elements have been added 
for extra safety.

•  Water-repellent washed canvas
•  Equipped with rain ears
•  Flap to be closed by quick release
•  Possibility for using the distance spacer
•  Can be used in combination with carrier straps
•  Reflection for optimum visibility
•  Compatible with MIK system
•  Easy to mount by straps and Velcro

Celo Double Bike Bag Trend MIK
37 x 31 x 15 cm

34 L
34 L
34 L

20150500-011 Green € 34,99 £ 34,99 DKK 259 SEK 369

Besides the large bicycle bags, Fastrider also has a beautiful collection 
of children’s bicycle bags, especially for the little ones among us who, 
just like their mum or dad, want to easily store their luggage during 
cycling. The bag is made of water-repellent washed canvas, has two 
velcro to close the bag properly and has reflection for good visibility in 
the dark.

•  Water-repellent Washed Canvas
•  Reflection for optimum visibility
•  Flap to be closed by velcro
•  Can be used in combination with carrier straps
•  Mounting by straps and velcro

Celo Double Bike Bag Trend Small
29 x 26 x 10 cm

15 L

Celo
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20120500-514 Blue
20120500-011 Green
20120500-014 Grey

€ 46,99 £ 46,99 DKK 349 SEK 499
€ 46,99 £ 46,99 DKK 349 SEK 499
€ 46,99 £ 46,99 DKK 399 SEK 499

The CELO single bag emanates an effortlessly classic look through 
its sturdy water-repellent washed canvas fabric, that is fitted with a 
zipper for fast opening and closure. Timeless though its style may be, 
contemporary reflective elements have been implemented for extra 
safety, and a reinforced bottom adds extra durability.

•  Water-repellent washed canvas
•  Enough volume
•  Equipped with zipper closure
•  With handles
•  Reinforced bottom
•  Reflection for optimum visibility
•  Suitable for E-bikes
•  Easy to mount by E-bike Vario hooks and Velcro

Celo Single Bike Bag Trend
33 x 44 x 12 cm

17 L
17 L
17 L



Bicycle 
Bags
Basics
The Bicycle Bags Basics Collection is 

developed for you to consistently rely upon 

every day, no matter where or when you ride 

your bike. The range comprises all the classic 

models as backbone to our product range, 

updated with new relevant technologies and 

accessories, and backed up with an excellent 

stock position. Through their timeless design 

and enduring functionality, our Basics are 

always there when you need them.



20120900-000 Black
20120900-535 Rust
20120900-536 Olive Green

€ 54,99 £ 54,99 DKK 399 SEK 599
€ 54,99 £ 54,99 DKK 449 SEK 549
€ 54,99 £ 54,99 DKK 449 SEK 549

The Jaxx was designed for the urban cyclist and it adds style, quality 
and comfort to your daily cycling commute. This multifunctional bicycle 
bag adapts to your lifestyle and transforms into a backpack, a shoulder 
bag or a bicycle bag for on your baggage rack in no time. The materials 
are carefully selected to protect your laptop or tablet from wind and 
weather. So you only have to focus on arriving at your destination 
quickly and safely. The minimalistic design makes this bag a stylish 
eye-catcher and will certainly be a positive accent in your office. Specs: 
Water repellent with coated polyester - Bicycle bag with adjustable 
shoulder straps can be transformed into a backpack in no time - Main 
section closes with a cord - Fully lined - Zippered pocket on the inside 
- Separate padded section with Velcro closure. For safe transport of 
tablets, etc. up to 13 inches - Including reflection on the front and back 
for optimum visibility - The KLICKfix E-Vario hooks can be covered 
whenever you take the bag off the bicycle and use it as a shoulder bag - 
Can be closed with both hook-and-eye and Velcro closures - Reinforced 
rear panel and underside - Drainage rings in the bottom. Any water that 
gets into the bag can flow out - Fits on most baggage racks.

•  Water-repellent
•  The bike bag transforms in no time into a backpack or a shoulder bag
•  KLICKfix E-Vario Hooks

Jaxx II Single Bike Bag Basics
13 x 36 x 30 cm

14 L
14 L
14 L

MIK
MOUNTING . IS . KEY

The Jaxx was designed for the urban cyclist and it adds style, quality 
and comfort to your daily cycling commute. The materials are carefully 
selected to protect your laptop or tablet from wind and weather. So 
you focus only on arriving at your destination quickly and safely. The 
minimalistic design makes this bag a stylish eye-catcher. Specs: Water 
repellent with coated polyester - With reflection at the back for optimum 
visibility - Main sections close with a cord - Fully lined - Zippered pocket 
on the inside - Flap can be closed with both hook-and-eye and Velcro 
closures - Easy to attach using the belts and Velcro - bicycle bag can 
be used with LED lighting and quick-release straps - Large front section 
- Reinforced rear panels and underside - Drainage rings in the bottom. 
Any water that gets into the bag can flow out - Fits on most baggage 
racks - Suitable for E-bicycles with batteries under the bicycle’s baggage 
rack - Can be used in combination with a spacer (available as an option) 
This keeps the double bicycle bag from getting into your spokes.

•  Water-repellent
•  Possibility for distance holder
•  MIK compatible (MIK system not included)

Jaxx II Double Bike Bag Basics MIK
13 x 36 x 30 cm
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20110900-536 Olive Green
20110900-535 Rust
20110900-000 Black

€ 69,99 £ 69,99 DKK 449 SEK 749
€ 69,99 £ 69,99 DKK 549 SEK 699
€ 69,99 £ 69,99 DKK 549 SEK 699

28 L
28 L
28 L

Jaxx II
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Paper Bag

20202911 Brown € 49,99 £ 49,99 DKK 349 SEK 549

The sustainable construction of our Paper Bag makes use of an 
exclusive washed kraft paper fabric that is renewable, lightweight and 
above all unique, as every bag has its very own texture. Thanks to a 
water-repellent coating, your valuable possessions of course remain 
dry and safe. Perfect for running everyday chores, with a convenient 
shoulder strap and durable zipper for easy access to all your things.

•  Water-repellent Washed Kraft Paper
•  Easy to take with you
•  Equipped with zipper closure
•  Including shoulder belt
•  Reinforced bottom
•  Reflection for optimum visibility
•  Easy to mount by hooks and fastener

Including a Piggy Proof Spray, to make your bag water, dirt and oil 
resistent. Piggy Proof is odorless, water-based and 100% invisible. 
For maintenance of the bag, treat the bag twice a year with the 
Piggy Proof Spray.

Paper Bag Single Bike Bag Basics
12 x 40 x 37 cm

18 L 20202901 Brown € 59,99 £ 59,99 DKK 449 SEK 649

The sustainable construction of our Paper Bag makes use of an 
exclusive washed kraft paper fabric that is renewable, lightweight and 
above all unique, as every bag has its very own texture. Thanks to a 
water-repellent coating, your valuable possessions of course remain dry 
and safe. The eye-catching enduring style of this bag in combination 
with its green footprint makes for a pratical product that truly fits these 
times.

•  Water-repellent Washed Kraft Paper
•  Equipped with rain ears
•  Flap to be closed by quick release
•  Possibility for using the distance spacer
•  Can be used in combination with carrier straps
•  Reflection for optimum visibility
•  Easy to mount by straps and Velcro

Including a Piggy Proof Spray, to make your bag water, dirt and oil 
resistent. Piggy Proof is odorless, water-based and 100% invisible. 
For maintenance of the bag, treat the bag twice a year with the 
Piggy Proof Spray.

Paper Bag Double Bike Bag Basics
15 x 31 x 39 cm

36 L
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The design of our Canvas double bags shows that some classics never 
go out of style, but this construction of rugged water-repellent waxed 
canvas also benefits from modern technology. We took care to reinforce 
the bag in critical areas to retain its spacious shape, while implemented 
rainflaps provide extra protection from bad weather. The bombproof 
buckle straps allow for reliable closure day after day, and the bag comes 
with a 5 year warranty so you can keep riding in comfort.

•  Water-repellent waxed canvas
•  Equipped with rain ears
•  Flap to be closed by quick release
•  Possibility for using the distance spacer
•  Slant shape for ease use
•  Reflection for optimum visibility
•  Compatible with MIK system
•  Easy to mount by NBS 2.0 system

Canvas 41L Hybrid Double Bike Bag 
Basics MIK
39 x 33 x 17 cm

20112300-000 Black € 67,99 £ 67,99 DKK 499 SEK 69941 L

The design of our Canvas double bags shows that some classics never 
go out of style, but this construction of rugged water-repellent waxed 
canvas also benefits from modern technology. We took care to reinforce 
the bag in critical areas to retain its spacious shape, while implemented 
rainflaps provide extra protection from bad weather. The bombproof 
buckle straps allow for reliable closure day after day, and the bag comes 
with a 5 year warranty so you can keep riding in comfort.

•  Water-repellent waxed canvas
•  Equipped with rain ears
•  Flap to be closed by quick release
•  Possibility for using the distance spacer
•  Can be used in combination with carrier straps
•  Reflection for optimum visibility
•  Compatible with MIK system
•  Easy to mount by NBS 2.0 system

Canvas 47L Double Bike Bag 
Basics MIK
39 x 33 x 18 cm

20110300-000 Black € 67,99 £ 67,99 DKK 499 SEK 69947 L

MIK
MOUNTING . IS . KEY

MIK
MOUNTING . IS . KEY

Canvas
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20113300-000 Black € 69,99 £ 69,99 DKK 499 SEK 749

The design of our Canvas double bags shows that some classics never 
go out of style, but this construction of rugged water-repellent waxed 
canvas also benefits from modern technology. We took care to reinforce 
the bag in critical areas to retain its spacious shape, while implemented 
rainflaps provide extra protection from bad weather. The bombproof 
buckle straps allow for reliable closure day after day, and the bag comes 
with a 5 year warranty so you can keep riding in comfort.

•  Water-repellent waxed canvas
•  Equipped with rain ears
•  Flap to be closed by quick release
•  Possibility for using the distance spacer
•  Can be used in combination with carrier straps
•  Reflection for optimum visibility
•  Compatible with MIK system
•  Easy to mount by NBS 2.0 system

Canvas 56L Double Bike Bag 
Basics MIK
39 x 33 x 22 cm

56 L 20111300-000 Black € 74,99 £ 74,99 DKK 549 SEK 799

The design of our Canvas double bags shows that some classics never 
go out of style, but this construction of rugged water-repellent waxed 
canvas also benefits from modern technology. We took care to reinforce 
the bag in critical areas to retain its spacious shape, while implemented 
rainflaps provide extra protection from bad weather. The bombproof 
buckle straps allow for reliable closure day after day, and the bag comes 
with a 5 year warranty so you can keep riding in comfort.

•  Water-repellent waxed canvas
•  Equipped with rain ears
•  Flap to be closed by quick release
•  Possibility for using the distance spacer
•  Can be used in combination with carrier straps
•  Reflection for optimum visibility
•  Compatible with MIK system
•  Easy to mount by NBS 2.0 system

Canvas 65L Double Bike Bag 
Basics MIK
42 x 34 x 23 cm

65 L

MIK
MOUNTING . IS . KEY

MIK
MOUNTING . IS . KEY
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The Shopper single bag combines a subtle, understated design with 
contemporary practical additions for intensive everyday use. Made of 
recycled polyester as part of our RETHINK program, this water-repellent 
bag contains a reinforced inner, reflective elements for enhanced 
visibility and a durable velcro closing that is perfectly suited for daily 
purposes. The bag is also ideal for use on e-bikes.

•  Water-repellent Recycled Polyester
•  Enough volume
•  Flap to be closed by Velcro
•  With handles
•  Reinforced bottom and sides
•  Reflection for optimum visibility
•  Suitable for E-bikes
•  Easy to mount by E-bike Vario hooks and Velcro

Lasse Shopper Single Bike Bag Basics
36 x 33 x 15 cm

20120100-000 Black € 32,99 £ 32,99 DKK 249 SEK 34917 L 20121100-007 Grey
20121100-000 Black

€ 39,99 £ 39,99 DKK 299 SEK 419
€ 39,99 £ 39,99 DKK 299 SEK 419

Our Shopper Luxe model has been fitted with a practical pocket in 
the front and a zip-closure on top for fast and easy access to your 
belongings. Made of recycled polyester as part of our RETHINK 
program, it combines a subtle, understated design with handy 
contemporary additions for intensive everyday use. This water-repellent 
bag contains a reinforced inner and reflective elements for enhanced 
visibility, and is also ideal for use on e-bikes.

•  Water-repellent Recycled Polyester
•  Enough volume
•  Equipped with flap and zipper closure
•  With handles
•  Reinforced bottom and sides
•  Reflection for optimum visibility
•  Suitable for E-bikes
•  Easy to mount by E-bike Vario hooks and Velcro

Lasse Luxe Shopper Single Bike Bag 
Basics
37 x 39 x 16 cm

23 L
23 L

Lasse
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Nore

MIK
MOUNTING . IS . KEY

The Nore double bag combines a subtle, understated design with 
contemporary practical additions for intensive everyday use. Offering 
heaps of space for your goods, it’s made of recycled water-repellent 
polyester as part of our RETHINK program, and contains a reinforced 
inner, reflective elements for enhanced visibility and a durable velcro 
closing. A perfect bag suited for all sorts of daily purposes.

•  Water-repellent Recycled Polyester
•  Can be used in combination with carrier straps
•  Flap to be closed by Velcro
•  Possibility for using the distance spacer
•  Enough volume
•  Reflection for optimum visibility
•  Easy to mount by straps and Velcro

Nore Double Bike Bag Basics MIK
35 x 32 x 14 cm

20110100-000 Black € 39,99 £ 39,99 DKK 299 SEK 41931 L

Ivan

20122100-000 Black € 37,99 £ 37,99 DKK 279 SEK 399

The Pannier single bag combines a subtle, understated design with 
contemporary practical additions for intensive everyday use. Made of 
recycled polyester as part of our RETHINK program, this water-repellent 
bag contains a reinforced inner, reflective elements for enhanced 
visibility and durable buckle staps. This bag is also ideal for use on 
e-bikes.

•  Water-repellent Recycled Polyester
•  Enough volume
•  Flap to be closed by quick release
•  With handles
•  Reinforced bottom and sides
•  Reflection for optimum visibility
•  Suitable for E-bikes
•  Easy to mount by E-bike Vario hooks and Velcro

Ivan Pannier Single Bike Bag Basics
38 x 32 x 14 cm

17 L 20203412 Antracite € 49,99 £ 49,99 DKK 349 SEK 549

The Pendler bicycle bag serves an excellent purpose as a business eye 
catcher. Not only because of the minimalist design, but also because 
of the ease of use. By using water-repellent polyester your goods are 
protected against rain. The reflective elements ensure good visibility 
when riding in the dark. Moreover, the  schoulder straps allows for 
convenient carrying off the bike in any situation.

•  Water-repellent Polyester
•  Reflective elements for optimal visibility
•  Includes detachable shoulder strap
•  Bag closes with buckle and velcro
•  Equipped with KLICKfix E-Vario hooks

Pendler Single Bike Bag Basics
29 x 32 x 13 cm

12 L

MIK
MOUNTING . IS . KEY

The Pendler bicycle bag serves an excellent purpose as a business 
eye catcher. Not only because of the minimalist design, but also 
because of the ease of use. By using water-repellent polyester your 
goods are protected against rain. The reflective elements ensure good 
visibility when riding in the dark. Moreover, this bag can also be used in 
combination with the MIK system.

•  Water-repellent Polyester
•  Reflective elements for optimal visibility
•  Possibility for spacer
•  Bag closes with buckle and velcro
•  Fasten by straps and Velcro
•  Pannier can be used in combination with the MIK system

Pendler Double Bike Bag Basics
29 x 32 x 13 cm

20203402 Antracite € 59,99 £ 59,99 DKK 449 SEK 64924 L

Pendler
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MIK
MOUNTING . IS . KEY

20112100-000 Black
20112100-007 Grey

€ 44,99 £ 44,99 DKK 349 SEK 449
€ 44,99 £ 44,99 DKK 349 SEK 449

Our Hybrid double bag has a robust sense of functionality that is built 
to withstand the rigours of daily use. Its diagonal edges are designed 
for unobstructed pedalling motion at all times. Made of recycled 
water-repellent polyester with rainflaps to provide extra wet weather 
protection, and reflective elements add an important aspect of safety.

•  Water-repellent Recycled Polyester
•  Equipped with rain ears
•  Flap to be closed by quick release
•  Slant shape for ease use
•  Reflection for optimum visibility
•  Compatible with MIK system
•  Easy to mount by straps and Velcro

Bodyl Hybrid Double Bike Bag Basics 
Medium
32 x 31 x 13 cm

26 L
26 L

MIK
MOUNTING . IS . KEY

Our Hybrid double bag has a robust sense of functionality that is built 
to withstand the rigours of daily use. Its diagonal edges are designed 
for unobstructed pedalling motion at all times. Made of recycled 
water-repellent polyester with rainflaps to provide extra wet weather 
protection, and reflective elements add an important aspect of safety.

•  Water-repellent Recycled Polyester
•  Equipped with rain ears
•  Flap to be closed by quick release
•  Slant shape for ease use
•  Reflection for optimum visibility
•  Compatible with MIK system
•  Easy to mount by straps and Velcro

Bodyl Hybrid Double Bike Bag Basics 
Large
35 x 33 x 15 cm

20113100-007 Grey
20113100-000 Black

€ 49,99 £ 49,99 DKK 349 SEK 549
€ 49,99 £ 49,99 DKK 349 SEK 549

35 L
35 L

Bodyl Hybrid

20203511 Black € 34,99 £ 34,99 DKK 259 SEK 369

Lightweight packing bag made of water-repellent polyester. Equipped 
with quick fasteners. With handle, adjustable and removable shoulder 
strap and a gray rain cover. Attachment with suspension hooks and 
velcro to the luggage rack.

•  Water-repellent Polyester
•  Reflective elements for optimal visibility
•  Includes detachable shoulder strap
•  Bag closes with buckle
•  Includes rain cover
•  Equipped with KLICKfix E-Vario hooks 

Unibag Traffic Single Bike Bag Basics
14 x 35 x 28 cm

14 L 20203501 Black € 44,99 £ 44,99 DKK 349 SEK 449

Lightweight double bag made of water-repellent polyester. The bag has 
a recess for carrier straps and LED lighting, has quick fasteners and 
reflection (yarn).

•  Water-repellent Polyester
•  Reflective elements for optimal visibility
•  Possibility for spacer
•  Bag closes with buckle
•  Includes rain cover
•  Fasten by straps and Velcro

Unibag Traffic Double Bike Bag Basics
14 x 35 x 28 cm

28 L

Unibag Traffic
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20111100-000 Black € 44,99 £ 44,99 DKK 349 SEK 449

Our Dot double bag brings an element of playful functionality to the bike. 
The buckle strap closures assure reliable closure on the go, and with its 
water-repellent fabrics, reinforced bottom plate and reflective elements 
this spacious specimen can surely hold its own during daily use. Made 
of recycled polyester as part of our RETHINK program.

•  Water-repellent Recycled Polyester
•  Equipped with rain ears
•  Flap to be closed by quick release
•  Possibility for using the distance spacer
•  Can be used in combination with carrier straps
•  Reflection for optimum visibility
•  Compatible with MIK system
•  Easy to mount by straps and Velcro

Dot Double Bike Bag Basics
37 x 32 x 14 cm

33 L

MIK
MOUNTING . IS . KEY

20150100-000 Black € 34,99 £ 34,99 DKK 259 SEK 369

Besides the large bicycle bags, Fastrider also has a beautiful collection 
of children’s bicycle bags, especially for the little ones among us who, 
just like their mum or dad, want to easily store their luggage during 
cycling. The bag is made of water-repellent recycled polyester, has two 
velcro to close the bag properly and has reflection for good visibility in 
the dark.

•  Water-repellent Recycled Polyester
•  Reflection for optimum visibility
•  Flap to be closed by velcro
•  Can be used in combination with carrier straps
•  Mounting by straps and velcro

Dot Double Bike Bag Basics Small
29 x 26 x 10 cm

15 L

Dot

20123100-000 Black € 39,99 £ 39,99 DKK 299 SEK 419

Our Dot single bag brings an element of playful functionality to your 
bike. The solid handles and zipper closure are ideal for easy access on 
the go, and with its water-repellent fabrics, reinforced bottom plate and 
reflective elements this shopper can surely hold its own during daily 
use. Made of recycled polyester as part of our RETHINK program.

•  Water-repellent Recycled Polyester
•  Enough volume
•  Equipped with zipper closure
•  With handles
•  Reinforced bottom
•  Reflection for optimum visibility
•  Suitable for E-bikes
•  Easy to mount by E-bike Vario hooks and Velcro

Dot Shopper Single Bike Bag Basics
34 x 37 x 15 cm

19 L
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MIK
MOUNTING . IS . KEY

20110101-000 Black € 59,99 £ 59,99 DKK 449 SEK 649

This is a reliable, durable companion for daily usage on the bike. 
Made of recycled polyester, the Dex offers plenty of room for all your 
things and keeps them dry and safe in all conditions. The bag features 
reflective elements for increased visibility on the road.

•  Water-repellent Recycled Polyester
•  Enough volume
•  Flap to be closed by quick release
•  Possibility for using the distance spacer
•  Can be used in combination with carrier straps
•  Reflection for optimum visibility
•  Reinforced bottom for extra stability
•  Easy to mount by straps and Velcro

Dex Double Bike Bag Basics
15 x 35 x 34 cm

36 L

Dex
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MIK
MOUNTING . IS . KEY

20110200-515 Geometric
20110200-000 Black

€ 44,99 £ 44,99 DKK 349 SEK 449
€ 47,99 £ 47,99 DKK 349 SEK 499

Exuding a rugged look with water-repellent materials that are truly 
meant for enduring intensive daily use, our Tarpaulin double bag offers 
plenty of space for your belongings. Durable buckle straps ensure 
proper closure, and the bag can be fitted with an extender to prevent it 
getting stuck in the back wheel.

•  Water-repellent Tarpaulin
•  Flap to be closed by quick release
•  Possibility for using the distance spacer
•  Can be used in combination with carrier straps
•  Reflection for optimum visibility
•  Compatible with MIK system
•  Easy to mount by straps and Velcro

Tarpaulin Double Bike Bag Basics
36 x 31 x 15 cm

33 L
33 L

MIK
MOUNTING . IS . KEY

Exuding a rugged look with water-repellent materials that are truly 
meant for enduring intensive daily use, our Tarpaulin double bag offers 
plenty of space for your belongings. Reinforced in critical areas, and the 
weighted flaps provide reliable closure even in heavy winds and rain. 
The bag can also be fitted with an extender to prevent it getting stuck in 
the back wheel.

•  Water-repellent Tarpaulin
•  Weighted flap against blow-up
•  Flap to be closed by Velcro
•  Possibility for using the distance spacer
•  Bag can be folded
•  Reflection for optimum visibility
•  Compatible with MIK system
•  Easy to mount by NBS 2.0 system

Tarpaulin Cargo Double Bike Bag 
Basics
38 x 34 x 18 cm

20111200-000 Black
20111200-007 Grey

€ 59,99 £ 59,99 DKK 449 SEK 649
€ 59,99 £ 59,99 DKK 449 SEK 649

46 L
46 L

Tarpaulin



Bike 
Crates
Our Bike Crates are simple and durable 

accessories that bring a lot of comfort and 

ease when transporting goods by bike. 

Functional and affordable, they come in a 

variety of colors matching the style of 

your bike. 
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Everyone who has ever had the advantage of using one of these practical bicycle crates can attest to their practical nature. Our 
models come with handles and are suited for both the front- or rear carrier.

•  Plastic material
•  The crate has handles
•  Can be mounted on front as well back carrier

Bicycle crate Medium
29 x 22 x 40 cm

20300400 Black
20300401 Brown
20300402 Grey
20300403 Blue
20300404 Army Green
20300407 White
20300408 Pink
20300411 Anthracite
20300412 Mint
20300413 Light Blue
20300414 Old Pink
20300415 Blue Grey
20231800-517 Blue Teal
20231800-506 Rust
20231800-519 Ochre
20231801-000 Anthracite Recycled

€ 14,99 £ 14,99 DKK 109 SEK 159
€ 14,99 £ 14,99 DKK 109 SEK 159
€ 14,99 £ 14,99 DKK 109 SEK 159
€ 14,99 £ 14,99 DKK 109 SEK 159
€ 14,99 £ 14,99 DKK 109 SEK 159
€ 14,99 £ 14,99 DKK 109 SEK 159
€ 14,99 £ 14,99 DKK 109 SEK 159
€ 14,99 £ 14,99 DKK 109 SEK 159
€ 14,99 £ 14,99 DKK 109 SEK 159
€ 14,99 £ 14,99 DKK 109 SEK 159
€ 14,99 £ 14,99 DKK 109 SEK 159
€ 14,99 £ 14,99 DKK 109 SEK 159
€ 14,99 £ 14,99 DKK 109 SEK 159
€ 14,99 £ 14,99 DKK 109 SEK 159
€ 14,99 £ 14,99 DKK 109 SEK 159
€ 14,99 £ 14,99 DKK 109 SEK 159

22 L
22 L
22 L
22 L
22 L
22 L
22 L
22 L
22 L
22 L
22 L
22 L
22 L
22 L
22 L
22 L

Everyone who has ever had the advantage of using one of these practical bicycle crates can attest to their practical nature and 
ease in use. Our models come with handles and are suited for both the front- or rear carrier.

•  Plastic material
•  The crate has handles
•  Can be mounted on front as well back carrier

Bicycle crate Large
35 x 27 x 43 cm

20066121 Black
20300201 Brown
20300202 Grey
20300203 Blue
20300204 Army Green
20066126 White
20066129 Pink
20230801-000 Anthracite
20300210 Mint
20300211 Light Blue
20300212 Old Pink
20300213 Blue Grey
20230800-517 Blue Teal
20230800-506 Rust
20230800-519 Ochre

€ 22,99 £ 22,99 DKK 169 SEK 239
€ 22,99 £ 22,99 DKK 169 SEK 239
€ 22,99 £ 22,99 DKK 169 SEK 239
€ 22,99 £ 22,99 DKK 169 SEK 239
€ 22,99 £ 22,99 DKK 169 SEK 239
€ 22,99 £ 22,99 DKK 169 SEK 239
€ 22,99 £ 22,99 DKK 169 SEK 239
€ 22,99 £ 22,99 DKK 169 SEK 239
€ 22,99 £ 22,99 DKK 169 SEK 239
€ 22,99 £ 22,99 DKK 169 SEK 239
€ 22,99 £ 22,99 DKK 169 SEK 239
€ 22,99 £ 22,99 DKK 169 SEK 239
€ 22,99 £ 22,99 DKK 169 SEK 239
€ 22,99 £ 22,99 DKK 169 SEK 239
€ 22,99 £ 22,99 DKK 169 SEK 239

34 L
34 L
34 L
34 L
34 L
34 L
34 L
34 L
34 L
34 L
34 L
34 L
34 L
34 L
34 L
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Everyone who has ever had the advantage of using one of these 
practical bicycle crates can attest to their practical nature and ease in 
use. Our models come with handles and are suited for both the front- or 
rear carrier.

•  Plastic material
•  The crate has handles
•  Can be mounted on front as well back carrier

Bicycle crate small
30 x 20 x 14 cm

20232800-000 Black € 12,99 £ 12,99 DKK 99 SEK 1295 L



Bike 
Baskets
Our rugged rattan Bike Baskets give your 

bicycle a rustic, natural look that is well at 

home in any urban or rural environment. 
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The fashionable black dip dye creates a whole new look for our 
handmade rattan basket. With its stout handles and weaving it brings a 
robust natural element to your bike, and offers plenty of durable carrying 
space for your groceries or other luggage. Although all materials are 
very carefully selected, the black color may wear off over time.

•  Handmade rattan material
•  The basket has a robust appearance due to the thick strands
•  With handles
•  Including 4 tyraps for mounting the basket

Nero Rattan Bicycle basket
24 x 20 x 32 / 30 x 24 x 40 / 35 x 28 x 45 cm

20220701-000 Naturel
20220702-000 Naturel
20220703-000 Naturel

€ 29,99 £ 39,99 DKK 299 SEK 399
€ 33,99 £ 33,99 DKK 259 SEK 339
€ 39,99 £ 29,99 DKK 229 SEK 299

8 L 
17 L
26 L

Our handmade rattan basket with its stout handles and weaving brings a 
robust natural element to your bike, and offers plenty of durable carrying 
space for your groceries or other luggage.

•  Handmade rattan material
•  The basket has a robust appearance due to the thick strands
•  With handles
•  Including 4 tyraps for mounting the basket

Zeno Rattan Bicycle basket
24 x 18 x 32 / 30 x 25 x 40 / 35 x 25 x 45 cm

20065102 Naturel
20300513 Naturel
20065412 Naturel
20300305 Brown
20300514 Brown
20300301 Brown

€ 24,99 £ 24,99 DKK 189 SEK 259
€ 28,99 £ 28,99 DKK 219 SEK 299
€ 34,99 £ 34,99 DKK 259 SEK 369
€ 24,99 £ 24,99 DKK 189 SEK 259
€ 28,99 £ 28,99 DKK 219 SEK 299
€ 34,99 £ 34,99 DKK 259 SEK 369

8 L
17 L
26 L
8L
17 L
26 L

Our handmade rattan basket with its handle and stout weaving brings a 
robust natural element to your bike, and offers plenty of durable carrying 
space for your groceries or other luggage. The faux-leather handle 
adds a subtle touch of luxury and the practical hooks allow for easy 
attachment to the handlebars.

•  Handmade rattan material
•  The basket has a robust appearance due to the thick strands
•  With handle
•  Mounting at bike with hooks

Elif Rattan Bicycle basket
30 x 26 x 40 cm

20065620 Naturel
20065627 Brown

€ 34,99 £ 34,99 DKK 259 SEK 369
€ 34,99 £ 34,99 DKK 259 SEK 369

16 L
16 L

Bring out Bohemian vibes with the Tamar basket. A joyfull diamond 
pattern is woven into this handmade rotan basket. It closes with a 
robust lid, made from real leather. Mixed with the thick strands of rattan, 
it creates a real eye catcher.

•  Handmade rattan material
•  The basket has a robust appearance due to the thick strands
•  With handles
•  Including 4 tyraps for mounting the basket

Tamar Rattan Bicycle basket Lid
24 x 21 x 32 / 30 x 25 x 40 / 35 x 28 x 45 cm

20220704-015 Brown
20220705-015 Brown
20220706-015 Brown

€ 34,99 £ 49,99 DKK 399 SEK 499
€ 44,99 £ 44,99 DKK 349 SEK 449
€ 49,99 £ 34,99 DKK 269 SEK 349

8 L
17 L
26 L

Rattan
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This Jale cushion set is a nice resting cushion that fits exactly into the 
Fastrider rattan dog bed. This cushion makes the bike ride even more 
comfortable for your dog.

Jale Pillow
23 x 44 x 0.5 cm

Our handmade covered rattan basket with its stout handles and weaving 
brings a robust natural element to your bike, and offers plenty of durable 
carrying space for your groceries or other luggage.

•  Handmade rattan material
•  The basket has a robust appearance due to the thick strands
•  With handles
•  Including 4 tyraps for mounting the basket 

Sera Rattan Bicycle basket Lid
24 x 21 x 32 / 30 x 25 x 40 / 35 x 28 x 45 cm

Our handmade rotan covered basket with its stout weaving brings a 
robust natural element to your bike, and offers plenty of durable carrying 
space for your groceries or other luggage.

•  Handmade rattan material
•  The basket has a robust appearance due to the thick strands
•  Including 4 tyraps for mounting the basket 

Kyra Rattan Bicycle basket Lid
24 x 21 x 36 cm

Our handmade rattan basket with its bamboo handles and stout 
weaving brings a robust natural element to your bike, and offers plenty 
of durable carrying space for your groceries or other luggage.

•  Handmade rattan material
•  The basket has a robust appearance due to the thick strands
•  With handles
•  Including 4 tyraps for mounting the basket 

Bamboo Rattan Bicycle basket
24 x 20 x 32 / 30 x 24 x 40 / 35 x 28 x 45 cm

The Fastrider Rotan Dogbasket was developed specifically to safely 
carry your pet along with you on the bike. Natural rotan materials give 
this basket a smart look and feel, while the metal wiring keeps your dog 
secure in the basket during the ride. The basket makes use of the proven 
and reliable KLICKfix system to securely attach to your bicycle.

•  Safe and easy to use
•  The metal dome can be quickly and completely removed
•  Mounting with KLICKfix UniKlip (included)

Jale Dog Bike Basket KlickFIX
36 x 30 x 55 cm

20220700-015 Naturel € 89,99 £ 89,99 DKK 649 SEK 94920065202 Naturel € 27,99 £ 27,99 DKK 209 SEK 2899 L 20300503 Naturel
20300502 Naturel
20300501 Naturel

€ 21,99 £ 21,99 DKK 159 SEK 229
€ 28,99 £ 28,99 DKK 219 SEK 299
€ 36,99 £ 36,99 DKK 279 SEK 389

8 L
17 L
26 L

20065002 Naturel
20300511 Naturel
20065812 Naturel
20300304 Brown
20300512 Brown
20300302 Brown

€ 29,99 £ 29,99 DKK 219 SEK 319
€ 34,99 £ 34,99 DKK 259 SEK 369
€ 39,99 £ 39,99 DKK 299 SEK 419
€ 29,99 £ 29,99 DKK 219 SEK 319
€ 34,99 £ 34,99 DKK 259 SEK 369
€ 39,99 £ 39,99 DKK 299 SEK 419

8 L
17 L
26 L
8 L
17 L
26 L

20320700-000 Black € 9,99 £ 9,99 DKK 69 SEK 109
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Metal

A contemporary classic for a broad target audience: the fine-mesh and 
coarse-mesh metal baskets from Fastrider are extensively and gladly 
used by large groups of cyclists who value affordable functionality 
and style. Although metal bike baskets have now achieved the status 
of a classic, a lot has changed in the intervening years: in terms of 
attachment (many baskets are easily removable), diversity (various 
sizes, coarse or fine mesh), material (special coatings to counter 
the effects of weather) and ease of use (some models are equipped 
with combination locks). What all the baskets have in common is the 
combination of luxury, practicality and a modern appearance.

•  Made of coarse meshed metal
•  The basket is detachable
•  With handle
•  Including the Fastlock holder for mounting at your bike
•  Especially suitable for Ahead stems with a diameter of 22.2-28.7mm

Beemster Bicycle basket Fast Lock
24 x 24 x 34 cm

20068021 Black € 34,99 £ 34,99 DKK 259 SEK 36915 L 20068421 Black € 29,99 £ 29,99 DKK 219 SEK 31915 L

A contemporary classic for a broad target audience: the fine-mesh and 
coarse-mesh metal baskets from FastRider are extensively and gladly 
used by large groups of cyclists who value affordable functionality and 
style.

• Made of coarse meshed metal
• The basket has a fixed mountation
• Including the Fastlock holder for mounting at your bike
• Especially suitable for Ahead stems with a diameter of 22.2-28.7mm

Betuwe Bicycle basket Non-Detachable
 24 x 24 x 34 cm

This detachable black metal handlebar basket forms a solid option for 
use all around town with its maximum carrying capacity of 5 kg. Making 
use of the reliable KLICKfix system (adapter not included) to connect to 
the handlebars, this bag will prove a practical addition to any daily ride.

•  Made of coarse meshed metal
•  The basket is detachable
•  With handle
•  To be mounted in combination with KLICKFix CC-100 (not included)
•  Max. 5 kilogram

Peel Bicycle basket KlickFIX
24 x 24 x 34 cm

20068631 Black € 23,99 £ 23,99 DKK 179 SEK 24915 L
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This luxurious non-detachable black metal handlebar basket is a solid 
solution for use all around town with its maximum carrying capacity 
of 5 kg. The Fast Lock 2.0 attachment system is included, which is 
specifically intended for use with Ahead stems and handlebar with a 
22.2-28.7mm diameter.

•  Made of fine meshed metal
•  The basket has a fixed mountation
•  Including the Fastlock holder for mounting at your bike
•  Especially suitable for Ahead stems with a diameter of 22.2-28.7mm

Ribe Luxe Bicycle basket Non-Detachable
25 x 26 x 33 cm

20068811 Black € 34,99 £ 34,99 DKK 259 SEK 36916 L

This detachable black metal handlebar basket forms a solid option for 
use all around town with its maximum carrying capacity of 5 kg. Making 
use of the reliable KLICKfix system (adapter not included) to connect to 
the handlebars, this bag will prove a practical addition to any daily ride.

•  Made of fine meshed metal
•  The basket is detachable
•  With handle
•  To be mounted in combination with KLICKFix CC-100 (not supplied)

Borre Luxe Bicycle basket KlickFIX
26 x 25 x 33 cm

20069111 Black € 29,99 £ 29,99 DKK 219 SEK 31916 L

This basket is made of coated metal. It offers an ample 25L of space to 
fit your bag or other luggage, and comes with all the materials to mount 
it securely onto your rear-carrier.

•  Made of coarse meshed metal
•  The basket can be mounted at the carrier
•  Including mounting set

Olav Rear Carrier Bicycle basket
20 x 31 x 45 cm

20068711 Black € 29,99 £ 29,99 DKK 219 SEK 30925 L

This detachable black metal handlebar basket is perfect for daily use all 
around town with its maximum carrying capacity of 5 kg. The Fast Lock 
2.0 attachment system is included, which is specifically intended for use 
with Ahead stems and handlebar with a 22.2-28.7mm diameter.

•  Made of fine meshed metal
•  The basket is detachable
•  With handles
•  Including the Fastlock holder for mounting at your bike
•  Especially suitable for Ahead stems with a diameter of 22.2-28.7mm

Mare Luxe Bicycle basket Fast Lock
25 x 26 x 33 cm

20068911 Black € 39,99 £ 39,99 DKK 299 SEK 41916 L
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Accessories

20062602 Grey € 54,99 £ 54,99 DKK 399 SEK 599

This exclusive basket was specifically designed and developed to carry 
your canine companion on the bike with you. An integrated safety rack 
and belt keep your dog safely inside at all times, and there are a few 
practical pouches to carry accessories, toys or snacks with you on the 
go. Furthermore, this highly stable basket comes with a washable pillow, 
which we’re sure your dog will appreciate after a long trek in the woods.

•  Plastic material
•  Equipped with safety rack and integrated safety belt
•  Including Nylon pockets
•  Including washable cushion for the dog
•  Compatible with the KlickFix CC100 (not included)

Rino Doggy Bicycle basket KlickFIX
35 x 36 x 47 cm

16 L 20320400-013 Pink
20320400-000 Black
20320400-513 Botanic
20320400-537 Floral

€ 11,99 £ 11,99 DKK 89 SEK 129
€ 9,99 £ 9,99 DKK 69 SEK 109
€ 11,99 £ 11,99 DKK 89 SEK 129
€ 11,99 £ 11,99 DKK 89 SEK 129

Protect the luggage with this water-repellent crate cover, whose elastic 
band easily attaches to the rim of the crate. Includes a practical pouch.

•  Water-repellent Nylon
•  Perfect to protect your goods against the rain
•  Easy to attach by using elastic edge
•  Including extra pocket

Crate Cover Large
45 x 9 x 36 cm

 

Keep your valuable saddle dry and clean with this water-repellent cover, 
which comes in a practical pouch for easy carrying.

•  Water-repellent Nylon
•  Perfect keep your saddle dry and clean
•  Easy to attach by using elastic edge
•  Including extra pocket 

Saddle Cover

20330400-513 Botanic
20330400-013 Pink
20330400-000 Black
20330400-537 Floral

€ 5,99 £ 5,99 DKK 39 SEK 59
€ 5,99 £ 5,99 DKK 39 SEK 59
€ 4,99 £ 4,99 DKK 39 SEK 49
€5,99 £5,99 DKK 49 SEK 69

20340400-537 Floral
20340400-013 Pink
20340400-000 Black
20340400-513 Botanic

€ 14,99 £ 14,99 DKK 109 SEK 159
€ 14,99 £ 14,99 DKK 109 SEK 159
€ 14,99 £ 14,99 DKK 109 SEK 159
€ 14,99 £ 14,99 DKK 119 SEK 159

Offer your passengers some comfort with our shock absorbing seat 
that attaches neatly to the rear carrier of your bike. Made of recycled 
polyester as part of our RETHINK program.

•  Water-repellent Recycled Polyester
•  Shock-absorbing due to sturdy foam filling
•  Offers convenience and comfortable seating
•  Easy to attach
•  Carrier must be suitable for transporting people. 
 Maximum load capacity can often be seen in the top of the carrier.

Carrier Cushion
14 x 32 x 6 cm
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Keep your valuable saddle dry and clean with this woolen cover, a 
natural product which fits almost any saddle and is easy to wash.

•  Made of wool
•  Onesize and fits almost on all saddles
•  Easy to attach by using elastic edge
•  Natural product
•  Is easily washable

Sheep Fleece Saddle Cover

20330100-001 White
20083001 Grey

€ 21,99 £ 21,99 DKK 169 SEK 219
€ 21,99 £ 21,99 DKK 159 SEK 229

A highly functional inset bag to keep your possessions together inside 
your bag. Made of nylon with a padded isolating liner, to provide extra 
protection for your valuables, or effectively keep food and drinks warm 
or cold.

•  Universal insert bag made of Nylon
•  Equipped with insulating aluminum foil and foam
•  Including adjustable inside divider
•  To be closed by zipper 

Cool Bag
24 x 18 x 12 cm

20087601 Black € 14,95 £ 14,95 DKK 109 SEK 1595 L

•  Universal rain cover for single bags
•  Reflection for optimum visibility

Raincover Single Bag Raincover

20045100 Black € 8,99 £ 8,99 DKK 69 SEK 89

•  Ensures that the bag does not come between the spokes
•  Has extra possibility to mount the reflector
•  Easy to attach

Reflector Bracket for Double Bicycle Bag 
Small Accessory
24 x 24 x 34 cm

20088200 Black € 4,99 £ 4,99 DKK 39 SEK 49
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Since 1989, KLICKfix has been developing and producing mounting systems ensuring rapid operation of a variety of 

fastening systems, for both bags and baskets. All products are developed and tested in Germany and the company’s 

innovation focus is dedicated to increasing durability and sustainability.

Using a stable rear-carrier platform system to mount a wide variety of accessories from different brands on, MIK 

guarantees fast and simple attachment and removal of your bags or basket. The system is highly stable, quiet in use 

and also includes an integrated anti-theft lock. Mounting Is Key.

This metal seperator rod effectively keeps your bag from getting 
between your rear-wheel spokes, and as such provides a crucial 
element of safety for yourself, your bike and your bicycle bags.

•  Made of metal
•  Ensures that the bag does not come between the spokes
•  Easy to attach

Distance Holder Accessory
18 x 22 x 6 cm

20088205 Black € 4,99 £ 4,99 DKK 39 SEK 49

Keep your valuable e-bike battery dry and clean with this water-repellent 
neoprene cover, which protects it not only from rain but also from heat, 
dirt and damages.

•  Made of high quality neoprene
•  Protect your battery against cold, heat, dirt and damages
•  Compatible for Bosch Powerpack 400/500 battery

Battery Cover
34 x 10 x 10 cm

20083400 Black € 19,95 £ 19,95 DKK 149 SEK 209

414111 Black

415999 Black

€ 34.95 / £ 34.95 / DKK 259 /  SEK 349  
 

€ 19.99 / £ 18.90 / DKK 146 /  SEK 205  
 

414112 Black

415998 Black

€ 39.95 / £ 41.95 / DKK 324 /  SEK 456  
 

€ 17.99 / £ 17.99 / DKK 130 /  SEK 183  
 

414194 Black

€ 19.95 / £ 20.95 / DKK 162 /  SEK 228  
 

414136 Black

€ 20.95 / £ 22 / DKK 170 /  SEK 239  
 

KLICKfix Handlebar 
Adapter CC-100 E-Bike

KLICKfix Handlebar Adapter
CC-100 E-Bike with Lock

KLICKfix Handlebar 
Adapter CC-100

MIK Carrier Plate MIK Adapter Plate 
Including Lock

KLICKfix Handlebar Adapter 
CC-100 + Oversized

KLICKfix Stem Holder
CC-101

414195 Black

€ 29.95 / £ 31.45 / DKK 243 /  SEK 342  
 

KLICKfix Handlebar Adapter
CC-100 with Lock

414022 Black

€ 27.95 / £ 29.35 / DKK 227 /  SEK 319  
 

Mounting Systems

MIK
MOUNTING . IS . KEY



Store 
Modules
These branded displays provide an optimal 

means of presentation of the collections. 

This all-encompassing solution allows for a 

convenient one-stop-shopping module in your 

store. The modules exist in multiple themed 

variations, to offer your clients a clear and 

hassle-free means of combining purchases.
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1 meter 1 meter

Ginkgo • Livia
Trend

Celo
Trend
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1 meter 1 meter

Nyla
Trend

Nara
Trend
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1 meter 1 meter

Jaxx II
Basics

Canvas
Trend / Basics
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1 meter

Dot • Dex • Ivan • Nore • Lasse
Basics

1 meter

Unibag Traffic • Bodyl Hybrid • Lasse
Basics
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1 meter 1 meter

Tarpaulin
Basics

Bike Crates
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1 meter1 meter

Bike Baskets
Metal

Bike Baskets
Rotan
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